
EXPERIENCE INTELLIGENT HCI 
WITH HPE SIMPLIVITY

Your business needs more than just ordinary hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI). 
Many HCI solutions streamline the customer experience with a healthy dose of 
automation. But to take your organization’s day-to-day operations to the next 
level and to be free of infrastructure hassles, data loss, and risk—you need more.

BREAKING THE BOUNDARIES OF HCI

HPE SIMPLIVIT Y
Experience the new standard for HCI

One platform. One simple experience. One happy admin.

Get the HCI solution with the industry’s most complete guarantee5—
no gimmicks, no separate contracts, and no additional steps
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Enterprises have long wanted to accelerate everything—their 
apps, data, and innovation. Yet getting there requires new levels of 
infrastructure agility, edge-to-cloud mobility, and greater IT insights. 

We’re entering a new era for HCI that goes beyond software-defined 
infrastructure to intelligent, artificial intelligence (AI)-driven operations. 
By infusing AI, HPE has reimagined the hyperconverged experience.

With streamlined IT operations, enhanced mobility from edge to cloud, 
and guaranteed1 industry-leading data efficiency, HPE SimpliVity 
transforms how customers manage and support their infrastructure. 

Intelligently simple

Edge optimized

Hyper efficient

Simplify management, troubleshooting, and scaling
• Centrally manage hundreds of global sites with a simple user 

interface experience

• Update software, hypervisor, and firmware in one click

• Predict and prevent issues before they happen with HPE InfoSight

• Rapidly deploy and scale to meet demand

• Reduce costs by 69%2

Achieve exceptional data efficiency and protection 
without compromise
• 90% (10X) capacity savings—guaranteed3 

• Restore 1 TB VM in 60 seconds—guaranteed4 

• Built-in data protection and resiliency

Automate remote sites at scale
• Achieve high availability for each site with only two nodes

• Simplify ROBO/edge site control with centralized management

• Rapid multisite failover with instant recovery across distributed sites

Collapses silos Requires no specialists Lowers cost

HPE SimpliVity

LEARN MORE AT
hpe.com/simplivity

http://www.hpe.com/info/hyperguarantee
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